
Joe Palooka Vs. Rocky 
 

If the Joe Palooka martial artist is noticeably less educated than his collegiate counterpart, 

as a character type, he is nonetheless popular. The contemporary version of Joe Palooka is Rocky 

Balboa, the down-and-out enforcer who makes it to the championship ring with hard work, good 

coaching, and a loving partner. We cheer for Rocky’s rags-to-riches story because we can 

identify with his struggle. But in the real world, we cannot see the actual journey that a real-life 

Rocky takes. When he is down-and-out, we see him as a low-life. His winning his share of club 

fights does not impress us. On the screen, it is different. In the span of one movie or six we can 

see much more of Rocky Balboa’s character and learn to respect him. In real life, we cannot see 

beyond his immediate situation.  

Similarly, a Joe Palooka martial artist, far from lifting his profession by his talents and 

character, draws the perception of his profession down to his personal level. People cannot see a 

martial art as a vehicle for personal development if that vehicle is a banged up 1973 Ford 

Fairlane.  

Imagine a college professor, perhaps newly instated in the Athletic Department as an 

instructor of sports physiology (I don’t know of such a position, but just imagine). His significant 

other meets her old girlfriend at Chez Pierre’s and they discuss their careers and the men in their 

lives. If Ms. Significant describes her beau as Professor of Physiology at Mt. Olympus 

University, her girlfriend will likely be impressed, even if he makes $50K less than each woman 

makes. If she describes him as “working in an Athletic Department”, the girlfriend is likely to be 

less impressed, even if he makes $50K more than she. 

I would wager that the respect he is shown, without having been met, is relative to both 

his title and his take-home pay. As a martial artist, would you want your daughter/son to marry a 

professional martial artist? Even if you knew your daughter was going to marry a Rocky-type, 

who would eventually make it to the big time, would you approve of the relationship? I think the 

answer will reveal your hidden perception of martial arts, or, at the very least, your perception of 

what the average person thinks of the martial arts.  

In teaching at a West-coast seminar many years ago, I met an instructor who had just 

begun a martial art hall-of-fame. He felt, as many do, that really good martial artists—not those 

with only physical talents, but those who have contributed to the popularity and betterment of the 

arts—were not being recognized. He wanted to add a level of culture to the martial arts by 

making his award unique and exclusive, in the sense of “seldom awarded”. We don’t hear of his 

hall-of-fame anymore—I think it may have been too hard to keep going due to its stringent 

standards. However, we have many other halls-of-fame that recognize many accomplished 



martial artists and stay afloat financially by recognizing others not so accomplished, albeit 

willing to think they are. To be sure, these are neither Joe Palooka-types nor Rocky-types, but 

neither are they Professors of Physiology at Mt. Olympus University. They may be proud of 

themselves, and their significant others may love them, but would their significant others’ 

parents have approved of the relationships? Would Ms. Significant’s girlfriend envy her choice? 

 

Next time: What can make the doubters approve? 

 

 


